Effects of long duration +2G hypergravity on MHC distribution and maximal tension of rat m.soleus fibers.
Effects of long duration hypergravity on skeletal muscles are much less studied than effects of microgravity. For instance, it was revealed that hypergravity of 2 week duration induces decrease in cross sectional area (CSA) of slow fibers (SF), while their size remains constant, or increases. Exposure to +2G of 14 day duration results in decreased number of type I fibers, and in changed myosin heavy chain (MHC) profiles of rat hindlimb extensor muscle. It is interesting that gravitational unloading also decreases number of type I fibers. However, while effects of microgravity on relationship between the structural and functional characteristics of skeletal muscles are studied in detail, similar characteristics of skeletal muscles under conditions of gravitational overloading are very much understudied. The aim of our work was to follow dynamics of MHC in rat m.soleus after exposure to 19 and to 33 days of +2G acceleration, and to compare content of contractile proteins in muscle fibers, and their contractile properties.